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“An extraordinary and visionary film, which speaks to the timeless
message of mastering the human experience through the heart.”
~Randall Libero, Spiritofilm.net

SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART
New Documentary Film Reveals the Healing Power of the Heart
Featuring Indigenous Elders, Scientists, Spiritual Luminaries Including
Gregg Braden, Colin Tipping, Dr. Deb Rozman of Hearthmath® and More.
	
  

Premiering in Los Angles at the 8th Annual LA Femme International Film
Festival—Friday, October 12th 6pm-8pm
SCOTTSDALE, AZ (September 27, 2012)—An inspiring, new documentary investigates the
healing power of the heart and proposes that we are in the midst of creating the biggest shift in
consciousness of all times—a shift towards heart-centered living. Sacred Journey of the Heart
combines modern science with ancient wisdom traditions to illuminate the powerful connection
we share with each other and the earth and offers profound insights and tools for transforming
your life. This empowering film is an official selection of the 8th Annual La Femme
International Film Festival (www.lafemme.org) and debuts on Friday, October 12th from
6pm-8pm.
Led by filmmaker Ronna Prince, a life coach and inspirational speaker, Sacred Journey of the
Heart features today’s leading experts, researchers, physicians, tribal elders and more including:
NYT bestselling author Gregg Braden, Dr. Deborah Rozman of the Institute of HeartMath®,
Cynthia James, author and meditation teacher Sarah McLean, spiritual teacher Sunny Dawn
Johnston, Uqualla, of the Havasupai tribe in northern Arizona, Larry Running Turtle Salazar
of the Cherokee Tribe in SW Texas, Colin Tipping , founder of The Radical Forgiveness
Institute®, spiritual teacher and author Mary Manin Morrissey (who also narrates the film) and
more.
“This film started out as a promise I made to myself as a child, someday I would be heard and
someday I would heal my heart. I suffered prolonged abuse as a child and my own life-long
journey has brought me to profound heart- based healing that I share in the film,” reveals
—MORE—

Prince, the film’s producer, visionary and writer, who was inspired to make the film in order to
explore the connection between the mind and the heart.
This enlightening documentary provides a wealth of tools, information and most of all,
inspiration to invite you deeper into your own journey of heart connection to yourself and the
interconnected world around you. According to the latest science highlighted in the film, the
heart is the single organ that not only creates a unified field among all people but also creates a
harmonic field with the earth itself.
“In producing the film, I connected with many cutting edge researchers who were exploring this
paradigm shift from head to heart from a number of different angles,” shares Prince. “With
Sedona-based director Skip Thomas, we were led fortuitously back to the ancient wisdom
traditions of native peoples from all over the world. Their message is enduring, inspiring and
most of all, confirms -- the heart is where the action is!”
Sacred Journey of the Heart premieres at Harkins Camelview 5 Theatre in Scottsdale on
October 19th with a post screening Q&A with many of the cast members and it will be available
on DVD on November 11th.
For more information please visit: www.sacredjourneyoftheheart.com

###
ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
Ronna Prince is the founder of Modern Mastery™, a program designed to facilitate deep, heartbased transformation with her clients. She is a Radical Forgiveness™ coach, a licensed
HeartMath™ provider, and an intuitive counselor. Ronna Prince leads workshops on holistic
wellness and also guides tours to sacred sites around the world with film’s co-producer Dr.
Donald Backstrom, a chiropractic physician.
About Global Wholeness Corp.
Ronna Prince formed Global Wholeness Corp (GWC) in 2009 to support her vision of creating a
whole and healed earth upon which human beings can find deeper connection, harmony and
peace. Global Wholeness Corp is a non-profit with a mission to bring healing and wholeness to
ourselves as individuals, to our communities, and to the whole earth through the power of love.

